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… WHERE DO I START THE PROCESS?

THE ROAD-MAP TO BUILDING AN EFFECTIVE PROGRAM  

❑ To ensure we design a program which is specific / effective / safe / enjoyable / progressive you must follow a clearly defined “road-map” 

❑ This process doesn’t have to be complicated – just well thought out and built with a clear rational.

❑ The stages of the roadmap encompass following: 

TRAINING PROGRAM 
FOCUS & OBJECTIVES

❑ Before you get into the technical 

process of designing the training 

program, you need to answer 

the following…

❑What goal are you training for?

❑ Therefore what adaptation are 

you wanting to elicit?

❑ Answers to these influence the 

entire nature of the program… 

TRAINING PROGRAM 
PERIODOSATION

❑ Periodisation is the process of 

establishing specifically 

scheduled periods of time within 

your training program

❑We do this to ensure continued  

long-term physical development 

/ promote optimal recovery / 

keep to the focus & objectives.

❑We break training into phases / 

blocks / weeks / sessions. 

TRAINING PROGRAM 
SESSION CONTENT

❑Once you have established how 

you are going periodise your 

training over time… you need to 

start thinking about individual 

training sessions.

❑ Again you always need to relate 

back to our goal & targeted 

adaptation!

❑ These dictate what you program 

(exercises / loading schemes)

TRAINING PROGRAM 
PROGRESSION

❑ Finally you need to outline how 

you will ensure that your body is 

continually forced to adapt.

❑ The overriding principle which 

drives to continued process is 

called “progressive overload”.

❑ You can achieve this in a variety 

of ways – all with the goal of 

guaranteeing the stimulus is 

sufficient to promote adaptation.



…WHAT DO WE WANT TO GET OUT OF OUR PHYSICAL TRAINING

BEFORE THE “HOW” WE MUST ESTABLISH THE “WHAT”…

❑ The primary stage of building any physical training program is outlining what the programs aims / objectives are – and these MUST be specific to 

you as an individual.

❑Without this the program you design is not going to be: A) Effective in achieving the physical adaptation you want & B) Engaging / motivating 

enough to ensure long term adherence.

❑ This stage of the road-map is often neglected or missed all together… However is the cornerstone of a high quality program, hence why with you 

as individuals we have a thorough onboarding process / questionnaire & regularly check-in to adjust goals / targets.

❑ In this early stage we must also appreciate other individual considerations which may have an impact on training content.

AIMS & 
OBJECTIVES

CONSIDERATIONSWeight loss / 

gain

Increased 

strength

Improved 

tone / 

aesthetics

Rehabilitation

Augment 

athleticism Prehabilitation 

/ Robustness

Motor 

function / 

coordination

Enjoyment

Training age

Previous / 

Current injury

Time / 

Schedule 

constraints

Facility / 

Equipment

Lifestyle
Health

Health
Exercise 

competency



…PHASES / WEEKS / SPLITS / DAYS WHERE TO START?

HOW & WHY DO WE CATERGORISE OUR TRAINING PROGRAM INTO PERIODS OF TIME?

❑When designing your training program it is important to break time up into working chucks of time.

❑ This process has many benefits…

➢ Mitigate plateauing – This is when the physical adaptation from your training program slows down dramatically / stalls / stops completely.

➢ Decreasing injury risk – Non periodised training can lead to overuse injuries occurring due to the volume.

➢ Improve training adherence – Changing training focus / style can dramatically increase our engagement & motivation to train.

➢ Allows for clear specificity – When you break training into chunks of time it allows us to focus in on clear objectives.

➢ Establish & prioritise progressive overload – This is the no.1 reason we periodise and underpins adaptation… we will come onto this!

STAGE 1
Long Term

❑ First we need to establish a longer term structure. 

❑ Different terminology is used for this and it can get 
confusing…

❑ Macrocycles & Mesocycles

❑ Blocks & Phases

❑ Keep is SIMPLE to begin with – pick a duration of a 
training “block / phase”… 4 – 8 weeks in total 
duration (progressive overload… we will come onto 
this!) 

❑ This can get “multi-layered” (ie. Blocks within phases) 
but take your time. 

STAGE 2
Short Term

❑ Then we need to establish a shorter term structure. This 
regards the weeks within the “blocks / phases”.

❑ How many times per week do we want to train (goals 
vs logistics)

❑ How are you going to SPLIT the days of the training 
week, to decide this you will need to refer to your aims 
/ objectives & considerations.

❑ Establish the most optimal adaptation vs recovery

❑ Examples: “Upper, Lower, Upper” / “Push, Pull, Full 
Body” / “Chest, Back , Shoulders, Legs” / “Strength, 
Volume, Strength, Volume”… It is an infinite (and ever 
growing) list! We will look at this more! 

Down the rabbit hole...



…WHAT WILL OUT INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS LOOK LIKE?

ONCE YOU HAVE A SIMPLE PERIODISATION (BLOCK – WEEKS – SPLITS) WE CAN PLANNING INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS…  

❑ Your outlined weekly training splits should have established what each individual day is focusing on… 

❑ It is now about matching this session focus to clear aims & objectives – then planning CONTENT WHICH MEETS THESE AIMS & OBJECTIVES.

❑ “Meeting the aims & objectives” simply means… designing content which elicits – A) The right kind of stimulus / B) In the right places.

❑ Stimulus is mechanical stress of muscle tissue which promotes an adaptation response… the amount / type of stimulus & therefore adaptation determined by 

the makeup of the session…. (please watch  “Training methodologies” & “Understanding muscle mechanics” to recap these areas in detail)

EXERCISE SELECTION
• Different exercises 

target different areas 
of the body (muscle 
groups) / movement 

pattens. 

LOADING SCHEMES
• The number of sets / 

reps is important...

• More important is the 

stimulus bring intensive vs 

extensive

• Constant vs Progressive 

/ Drop / Incline / etc…

EXERCISE ORDER
• Massively important 

when designing 
sessions.

• Mov complexity vs
Stimulus intensity vs  

Fatigue

RECOVERY
• Recovery time is 

massively important 
to achieving the 
correct stimulus.

• Long vs Short vs None

SPECIAL SETS
• Must have a clear 

rational for using 
Supersets & Tri-sets etc

• Complementary vs 
Post-fatigue vs 

Opposites vs Time

EXAMPLE 1: “Chest & Triceps” EXAMPLE 2: ”Full Body” EXAMPLE 3: ”UB Volume” EXAMPLE 4: ”Athletic Development”



…HOW DO WE ENSURE THAT WE KEEP ACHIVING ADAPTATION?

MAINTAINING CONSISTENT PHYSICAL ADAPTATION – WHERE DO MANY GO WRONG…? 

❑We have established that designing a resistance training program is all about assigning the correct training content (mechanical load) to target specific 

physical adaptation, through acquisition of mechanical stress and initiate an adaptation stimulus.

❑ However, when your body begins to physically adapt (getting stronger / bigger), the SAME amount of mechanical load will elicit a SMALLER degree of 

mechanical stress and therefore a SMALLER degree of adaptation stimulus 

❑ This is why the most important part of designing (and completing) a training program, is making sure that the program continues to challenge you. This is 

by ensuring that you gradually increase in load undertaken and therefore continue to mechanically stress the body and achieve adaptation. This 

process is known as PROGRESSIVE OVERLOAD through your training phase / block.

❑ There are numerous ways we can achieve this gradual and continued increase in load and therefore mechanical stress & adaptation stimulus… These 

should all be linked back to our periodised training plan… this is what I consider the “creative” OR “artistic” side of creating a training program. 

INCREASE LOAD
“Intensive progression”

• We can progressively 

overload without changing 

the session design – this is 

through over time 

increasing the wright / 

load lifted for that 

exercise(s). 

• This is an increase in 

intensity.

INCREASE VOLUME
“Extensive progression”

• We can progressively 

overload however without 

changing the intensity 

(load) of exercises, but 

rather the volume…

• This could be though the 

addition of reps each 

week (step-loading), 

addition of sets OR even 

addition of a whole new 

session. 

INCREASED TEMPO
• Progressive overload is all 

about creating enough 

stress once we are stronger 

to still achieve enough 

adaptation stimulus. 

• One way is through 

adjusting exercise(s) 

tempo’s. Longer eccentric 

tempos / isometric pauses 

= increase time under 

tension.

DECREASED RECOVERY
• Similarly we can increase 

the degree of mechanical 

stress once we are more 

adapted by decreasing 

recovery time…

• If on Wk1 you could do 3 

Sets x 10 Reps @ 50kg with 

2 mins recovery… progress 

to 3 Sets x 10 Reps @ 50kg 

with 1.5 mins recovery. 

Overloading the muscle. 

CHANGE PROGRAM…
• Even with maximising the 

PO, you are still going to 

see a reduction in 

adaptation on a 

particular program 

eventually. The body 

adapts as a “shock” to 

stimulus.

• This is the link to 

periodisation… we have 

come full circle…

COMBINATION… You don’t have to choose one



QUESTIONS?


